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MEL BYER'S PAPERS 
BY 
DR. PAUL YON, DIRECTOR 
CENTER FOR ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS 
FIFTH FLOOR 
JEROME LIBRARY 
BO�LING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
BOhLING GREEN, OHIO 43403 
In the Spring of 1984 a most unique collection of personal papers, 
reports, files, publications and oral interviews were donated to the 
Center for Archival Collections at Bowling Green State University. The 
collection? The Mel Byers Papers. Mel, a leader in developing Employee 
Services programs throughout the country was convinced by Dr. David L. 
Groves, professor of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, to 
deposit his papers and serve as a foundation for the development of the 
Archives of Recreation and Leisure. The purpose of this new collection 
would be to afford scholars primary resources in addressing contemporary 
problems in areas of employee services management and personal services. 
The Center for Archival Collections, an entity of the College of 
Learning Resources is a primary resource institution established to 
support undergraduate and graduate education at Bowling Green 3tate 
University. Its role and mission for over fifteen years is to actively 
collect, preserve, and make available (to the research community) 
regional as well as national collections. From 1968 to 1983, the Center 
focused primarily on Northwest Ohio's historically important collections. 
It is recognized for its collections of public records, newspapers, 
manuscripts,· rare books, and special collections. In 1983, its charge 
expanded to include national collections closely associated with 
established educational programs. Through an aggressive acquisitions 
program its numerous collections support programs in Agricultural, Labor, 
Local, and Women's History, American Culture, Public History, College 
Student Personnel, and Recreation and Leisure. 
For those individuals or institutions who believe they may possess 
material directly or tangentially associated with the development of 
Recreation and Leisure, the Center would be most interested in discussing 
with you the possibility of donation. Records which are most valuable 
and generally solicited for research are the minutes or proceedings of 
organizations, subject files, presidential/secretary correspondence, 
membership lists, annual fiscal reports, publications, photographs and 
video/oral tapes. 
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It the center can be of assistance please contact Dr. Paul Yon, 
Director, fifth floor, Jerome Library, or Dr. David L. Groves, Professor, 
Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, Bowling Green 
State University. 
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